Puppet Fest Parking & Public Transportation

Below are parking and public transportation details for each show recommended by the venue. We recommend Spothero to secure parking in advance at a discounted rate for parking garages nearby and/or CTA Trip Planner for public transportation options.

Volunteer Day | Fine Arts Building

Prelude Reception | The Nature Conservancy

Nick Lehane: Chimpanzee | Instituto Cervantes of Chicago

Andy Manjuck and Dorothy James: Bill’s 44th | Chopin Theatre

Margaret Laurena Kemp / Janni Younge: The Bluest Eye | DuSable Museum

Maria Camia: New Mony | Chopin Theatre

Rough House Theatre Co.: Invitation to a Beheading | Chopin Theatre

Rootstock Puppet Co.: TIMBER! | Instituto Cervantes of Chicago

Bread & Puppet Theatre: The Persians | Epiphany Center for the Arts

Marsian De Lellis: The Object of Her Afection | Links Hall

Cabinet of Curiosity: Sea Change | Museum of Contemporary Art

Nasty, Brutish & Short: A Puppet Cabaret | Links Hall

I, OBJECT! 30 Puppet Plays in 30 Minutes | The Neo-Futurarium

Free Neighborhood Tour - I Am the Bear, The Joshua Show, and Ty Defoe:

Navy Pier
Marshall Field Garden Apartments, Art on Sedgwick
345 Art Gallery
Segundo Ruiz Belvis Cultural Center

Ty Defoe: Skeleton Canoe: A New Work in Development | American Indian Center

Symposium - Staging the Non-Human Character; Animal, Alien, or Architecture | The School of the Art Institute Ballroom

Symposium - What We Leave Behind: The Plastic Object Geological Layer | The School of the Art Institute Ballroom

Symposium - Race & Representation in Puppetry | The School of the Art Institute Ballroom

Symposium - New Materialism/Object-Oriented Ontology | The School of the Art Institute Ballroom

Robin Frohardt: The Plastic Bag Store | The Wrigley Building, ground level storefront